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Results of a numerical study of borating of iron with allowance for the kinetics of chemical reactions are 

presented. It is shown that the chemical potential of the external source of boron exerts the main effect on 

the composition and size of the borides. The existence of an intermediate regton consisting of FeB and Fe2B 

is detected. 

Introduction. The first work in our series of studies [1 ] presents results of a study of the chemicothermal 

process of borating iron [2 ] within the framework of the Stefan approximation. Here it was assumed that diffusion 

of "free" boron both inside iron and inside each of the borides is the limiting process in the motion of the boundaries 

between the borides. The boundaries between the borides were taken to be infinitely thin. 

In the present paper the process of borating iron is studied within the f ramework of the so-called kinetic 

approach [3 ], which explicitly allows for the chemical nature of the borating process. The paper is aimed at the 

elucidation of the restrictions imposed simultaneously on the process of borating iron by the diffusional and 

chemical kinetics. The effect of rearrangement of the iron crystal lattice is disregarded, which makes it possible 

to compare only qualitatively the results of calculations with experimental data obtained by standard methods 

[21. 
We consider two elementary chemical reactions that, we believe, play the main role: 

k 1 
F e +  B,  " 

kl 
FeB , 

(I) 

2FeB ~kA-* 

kt 

Fe2B + B. 
(2) 

As follows from the adopted kinetic scheme (i) and (2), at a microscopic level the lower boride Fe2B can be formed 

only as a result of decay of the higher boride FeB. This is in agreement, to a certain extent, with data of a 

thermodynamic determination [4] that the chemical potential of the lower boride is always smaller than the 

chemical potential of the higher boride. Thus, the higher boride is thermodynamically less stable although the 

conditions for its formation are more favorable from the kinetic point of view. In other words, the macroscopic 

concentration of the higher bonde is determined by both the processes of boron diffusion and the kinetics of 

chemical conversions. Recall lhat from the engineering point of view the formation of macroscopic phases of the 

higher boride is undesirable [ 1 ]. Preliminary. results of this study are published in [4 ]. 

Mathematical Model. The nonlinear mathematical model of the process of borating iron involves a diffusion 

equation of "free" boron with a source, two equations describing the kinetics of chemical reactions (1) and (2) [5 1, 
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Fig. 1. Dependence  of the relative concentrat ion of the higher  bor ide  on the 

pa ramete r  s. 

and  an equation express ing  the law of conservat ion of iron a toms [4 ]. In a one -d imens iona l  approximat ion  the 

mathemat ica l  model has the form 

a~  ozyB ay I (x, t) 
- D  

Ot Ox 2 dt 

(3) 

dy I dy 2 (4) 
dt - klYFeYB (x, t) dt ' 

dy2 2 �9 (5) 
dt - k2yl - k2Y2YB (x, t ) ,  

Yl + 2Y2 + YFe = 1 . (6) 

The  d imensionless  variables Yl, Y2, YFe, and  YB(X, t) in Eqs. (3)-(6)  are,  respect ively,  equal to: 

rt I tl  2 r iFe rt B 

Yt - -  n o ,  Y2 - -  n 0 ,  YFe - -  n o  H YB --  n o  , 

where no = 8 .10  28 a t o m / m  3 is the number  of iron a toms per unit volume, and h i ,  n2, nFe, and  n B are  the number  

of a toms of the higher  boride,  the lower bor ide,  iron, and "free" boron per unit volume, respectively.  

The  a lgebraic  nature  of Eq. (6) reflects the physical ly obvious fact that the mobil i ty  of "free" atoms of 

boron exceeds by several  orders  the mobil i ty of the other  e lements  of the s tudied system.  

tt is seen from the formulation of Eqs. (3)-(5)  that the sample composition in the vicinity of the point with 

the coordinate  x depends  on the boundary  condi t ions for free boron, the instant of t ime t, and  the rate constants  

of the chemical react ions that enter  into Eqs. (4) and (5). Natura l ly ,  it is more correct to descr ibe  the kinetics of 

chemical reactions in iron by activities 15 1, but we follow the t radi t ional  scheme for descr ib ing  the kinetics of 

chemical reactions.  

Spat ia l ly  Uniform Sys tem.  We consider  the important  part icular  case where the concentra t ion of "free" 

boron is constant  tn space and time. Then,  within the framework of the assumpt ions  made above, af ter  simple 

calculat ions wc obtain a basic result that is needed in what follows: 

. . . 12 105 - k 2 / k  2 ( 0 . 5 y  B + k l / 2 k l n o )  + [ [k~ /k  2(0.5yll + k l / 2 k l n o )  + 2y l lk2 /k2  
Yl = 2 
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Fig. 2. Profiles of the atomic concentration of bound boron in borides in 
A 

borating for 400 sec. The dimensionless length x is plotted as abscissa: 1) co 
= 4-  1 0 - 2 ;  2)  1 �9 1 0 - 3 ;  3 )  4 . 1 0  - 4  . 

The  plus sign in front of the root is se lected from the condi t ion of posi t iveness of Yl at any  values of the parameters .  

F igure  1 gives the dependence  of Yt on the product  of d imens ionless  pa ramete r s  yBk~/k2. It is seen that  at r a the r  

large values of this pa r ame te r  the h igher  bor ide  is dominan t  in the sys tem,  and  at r a the r  small  values the lower 

bor ide  prevails  in the sys tem.  In an in te rmedia te  s ta te  the sys tem is a mixture  of h igher  and  lower borides .  It is 

of in teres t  to note that  due to the large value of no the d imensionless  complex k~/kl no hard ly  affects the composi t ion 

of the sys tem.  The  dependence  of Yt on the complex ~ k ~ / k  2 is descr ibed  by the [ I / I  ] P a d e  approx iman t  with 

sufficient accuracy [6 l: 

0.632s 
Yl - 1 + 0.632s ' 

where  s = UBk2/k2. 
Results  of  Numer ica l  Calcula t ions .  Due to the fact that  the character is t ic  t imes of chemical  conversions in 

a condensed  phase  are  much smal ler  than the character is t ic  times of a diffusion process [5], it is reasonable  to 

solve the sys tem of equat ions (3)-(6)  in a quas is ta t ionary  approximat ion .  Namely ,  Eqs. (4)-(6)  a re  solved in a 

s t a t ionary  approx imat ion ,  regard ing ,  as follows from (3), the quant i ty  z = YB + Yl to be ass igned.  As a resul t  the 

var iables  Yl, Y2 depend  on space - t ime  var iables  only  pa ramet r ica l ly  in terms of z(x, t). Due to the adop t ed  

assumpt ion  of a quas i s ta t ionary  approximat ion  only the rat ios of the rate constants  krHk2 and  k~/ktno are  of 

interest .  

The  bounda ry  condi t ions for Eq. (3) have the form 

Yn(0, t) = c  o , Yn(~176  = 0 .  (7) 

The  initial condi t ion was selected as follows: all borides are  absen t  and  the concentrat ion of "free" boron quickly 

tends to zero (at a d is tance  of about 4/~m from the boundary) .  To solve Eq. (3) an explicit  numerica l  scheme was 

used. Stabi l i ty  of the calculation was provided by the cor responding  choice of space- t ime steps I7 l. The  s teps 

depend  on the value of co. In turn,  co is associa ted  with the potential  of the source of boron outs ide  the iron 14 l. 

We point out that  bounda ry  condi t ions of the third kind,  which are  of greatest  interest  for ana lys i s  of bora t ing  

technologies,  were used in [4 I. 

Pract ica l ly  all subsequent  numerical  results  arc given for the case where k~/k 2 = 105, k'l/kln 0 = 10 -4 ,  

since only with thi~ ratio of the rate constants  of the reactions is quali tative agreement  observed between resul ts  

on the equi l ibr ium solubil i ty of boron in the highcr  boride II I and exper imenta l  data  obta ined  at a t empera tu re  of 

about 900~ 18 I- 
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TABLE 1. Cor respondence  of the Atomic Concentra t ion  of Boron to Data of X -Ray  Structura l  Ana lys i s  

Atomic concentra t ion a ,  
25 % 

Composi t ion Fe2B + Fe 

33.9 

FexB 

39.8 45 47.9 50 

Fe2B + FeB Fe2B + FeB FeB FeB 

Fig. 3. Profiles of the atomic concentrat ion of bound  boron in bor ides  in 

borat ing for 3600 sec: 1) c o = 4- 10-2; 2) 4 .10  -4. 

Figure  2 presents  profiles of the atomic concentrat ion a(x) of boron "bound" in the bor ides  [9 ] for t = 400 

sec. The  atomic concentrat ion was calculated by the formula 

a (x) = (Yl + Y2)/(2Yl + 3Y2 + YFe)" (8) 

As follows from (8), for an ideal specimen of FeB a = 0.5, and  for a specimen of Fe2B ,7 = 0.33. The  th icknesses  

of the bor ide  layers  x are  given in the d imensionless  form x by the expression 

x =  x~/  D t .  

It is seen that depending  on the value of co the formation of both one-  and two-phase  bor ides  is observed.  

Within the f ramework of our model  only the value of the chemical  potential  of the ex te rna l  source in terms of co 

de te rmines  the presence of the h igher  boride for given rat ios of the kinetic parameters ,  which, in turn,  depend  only 

on temperature .  The  value of co also affects the thickness of the bor ide  layers.  The  figure does not show the 

appearance  of very small  concentra t ions  of FeB with a thickness of not more than 10/~m beh ind  the bounda ry  of 

Fe2B and Fe. 

We took Table  1 showing the correspondence of boron atomic concentrat ions  to results  of x - r ay  s t ructural  

ana lys is  of macroscopic phases of Fe2B and FeB from 19 ]. The  limits of the borides by concentra t ion taken from 

Table  1 are given in Fig. 2 by the dashed  horizontal  lines. Thus,  the presence of apprec iable  t ransi t ion layers  

between the higher  and  lower bor ides  follows from the kinetic descr ipt ion developed in the present  paper.  At the 

same time, the boundary  between Fe2B and Fe is ra ther  sharp.  In a two-front diffusion model  l1 ] in te rmedia te  

layers  were absent ,  which makes a comparison of our numerical  results  with analyt ical  one ob ta ined  by it quite 

difficult. In the diffusion model with a finite thicknesses for the transi t ion layers  also given in [4 ] the thickness  of 

the in te rmedia te  layers  was used as an ad jus tment  paramete r  for comparing computat ional  and  exper imenta l  data .  

Figure 3 presents  profiles of the atomic concentrat ion a(x) for t = 3600 sec. A compar ison of Figs. 2 and  3 

shows that the profiles are  similar ,  a l though the relative thickness of the t r ans i t io ,  layers  grows with the borat ing 

time. As a result the dependence  of the character is t ic  size of the diffusion region l on lime 

l - 4  DI 
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Fig. 4. Profiles of Yl and .!,'2 in borating for 400 sec, co = 4.10-2:  1) relative 

concentration of the higher boride; 2) relative concentration of Fe2B. 

is fulfilled only approximately: the smaller co the more satisfactorily. Figure 4 gives profiles of Yt and Y2 for co = 

0.04 and t = 400 sec. It is seen that a large portion of the boride layer is an intermediate phase consisting, from 

the macroscopic point of view, of molecules of both the higher and lower borides. We note the appearance of 

indications of the higher boride (FEB) in accordance with the kinetic scheme (1) and (2). 

In this study the problem of the the constants of the chemical reactions occupies an important place. We 

had to solve it by a trial-and-error method using experimental data. In general the problem of reproducing rate 

constants of chemical reactions from experimental data is rather complex and requires a large amount of 

experimental information. We show that in our problem it is possible to estimate k~/k2 and k~/klno using the 

kinetic equations (4)-(6) and the value of the equilibrium solubility of "free" boron obtained in [1] and also 

additional conditions. In fact, assuming that in the higher boride Yl = 0.7 (then a >_ 0.43) and in the lower boride 

Y'z ~ 0.4 (a -0 .35)  and imposing the condition of positiveness of k~/k2 and k~/klno, one can find the maximum 

value of the solubility of boron in the lower boride and the corresponding values of the kinetic parameters. In 

particular, under these conditions the solubility of boron in the lower boride does not exceed 8- 10 -4. This value 

is about an order of magnitude smaller than that obtained in [1 ] on the basis of processing experimental data 

within the framework of a two-front model. The divergence is associated with the fact that within the framework 

of the two-front model one neglected, as the results given above show, the presence of an aooreciable amount of 

the higher boride in the sample, which, from the macroscopic point of view, is the lower boride. We note that, as 

our numerical experiments showed, a 10% variation of the parameter k[/k2 does not affect the basic results of our 

work. A decrease in the parameter k*l/kln 0 hardly influences the numerical results, whereas a increase in this 

parameter suppresses formation of macroscopic regions of the lower boride. 

Conclusions. I. Within the framework of the kinetic approach it is found by methods of mathematical 

simulation that the Stefan approximation in describing borating is a rather strong idealization. An analysis of 

experimental data [8 ] based on analysis of microsections (partially presented in [4 ], Table 5) and the results given 

above shows that the boundary between the borides, which is associated with rearrangement of the crystal lattice, 

appears at the value of the atomic concentration ct - 0.435-0.42. 

2. The problem of equilibrium solubilities of free boron in the borides due to the presence of large 

intermediate regions involving both FeB and Fe2B becomes incorrect in many respects. Due to this, experimental 

data on their determination should be contradictory, as mentioned in 12 I. 

3. The ratio of the rate constants of the chemical reactions k)/k2, which plays an important role in the 

kinetics of borating, depends on temperature. This ratio, as experiments on annealing the higher boride show [5, 

b I, decreases as the temperature increases. 
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4. The mathematical model developed can be used to study not only the process of borating, but also 

deborating and isothermal annealing. It is of interest to refine experimentally the relation between the composition 

of the intermediate phase and structural conversions in the crystal lattice of iron. 

N O T A T I O N  

x, space coordinate inside the iron; x = 0, the boundary of a semi-infinite specimen of iron; t, time 

coordinate; no, number of iron atoms per unit volume; Yl, Y2, YFe, dimensionless concentrations of the higher boride, 

the lower boride, and iron, respectively; co, boundary condition on the dimensionless concentration of "free" boron 

YB; D, coefficient of diffusion of boron; k i and kT, rate constants of the direct and reverse reactions (i), i = 1, 2. 
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